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It is well established that when a turbulent flow is subjected to a non-uniform body
force, the turbulence may be significantly suppressed in comparison with that of the
flow of the same flow rate and hence the flow is said to be laminarised. This is the
situation in buoyancy-aided mixed convection when severe heat transfer deterioration
may occur. Here we report results of direct numerical simulations of flow with a
linear or a step-change profile of body force. In contrast to the conventional view,
we show that applying a body force to a turbulent flow while keeping the pressure
force unchanged causes little changes to the key characteristics of the turbulence. In
particular, the mixing characteristics of the turbulence represented by the turbulent
viscosity remain largely unaffected. The so-called flow laminarisation due to a body
force is in effect a reduction in the apparent Reynolds number of the flow, based
on an apparent friction velocity associated with only the pressure force of the flow
(i.e. excluding the contribution of the body force). The new understanding allows the
level of the flow ‘laminarisation’ and when the full laminarisation occurs to be readily
predicted. In terms of the near-wall turbulence structure, the numbers of ejections and
sweeps are little influenced by the imposition of the body force, whereas the strength
of each event may be enhanced if the coverage of the body force extends significantly
away from the wall. The streamwise turbulent stress is usually increased in accordance
with the observation of more and stronger elongated streaks, but the wall-normal and
the circumferential turbulent stresses are largely unchanged.

Key words: buoyant boundary layers, pipe flow boundary layer, turbulence control

1. Introduction
Convective heat transfer, or simply convection, is commonplace in thermal energy

systems. When the flow required for the convection to take place is provided by a
pressure gradient such as that generated by a pump or a fan, it is referred to as forced
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convection. Alternatively, if the convection is due to a flow circulation driven by the
buoyancy resulting from a non-uniform distribution of temperature in the fluid, it is
referred to as natural convection. In many practical applications, the two forms of
convection coexist; this combined forced and natural convection is also referred to as
mixed convection.

Mixed convection in a vertical channel can be significantly stronger or weaker
than the forced convection under the same flow rate. The latter is known as heat
transfer deterioration and is a cause of concern in many applications, including for
example the nuclear reactors under various normal and hypothetical fault conditions.
The strengthening or reduction of heat transfer in mixed convection is largely due
to the presence of the buoyancy, which influences heat transfer through the so-called
structural (direct) or external (indirect) mechanisms (Petukhov, Polyakov & Launder
1988). The former is due to the direct interactions between the fluctuating density
(buoyancy) and the thermal field resulting in a production or destruction of turbulence.
The latter is through an indirect means, that is, the buoyancy as a non-uniformly
distributed body force causes the mean flow to be modified, leading to turbulence
enhancement or suppression. In a vertical flow, the former is negligible; the latter is
most influential (e.g. Jackson, Cotton & Axcell 1989; Cotton & Jackson 1990; Kim,
He & Jackson 2008). In a horizontal flow, both mechanisms might be significant.

Even though the detailed mixed convection behaviour in a vertical passage is very
complex and difficult to predict, the general picture has been well established. In a
heated downward flow (i.e. a buoyancy-opposed flow), turbulence is always enhanced
as a result of the presence of buoyancy, and hence heat transfer is improved in
comparison with forced convection. By contrast, in a heated upward flow (i.e. a
buoyancy-aided flow), the production of turbulence is suppressed when the buoyancy
is relatively weak. As the buoyancy force is increased (e.g. by increasing the heat
flux and hence the wall temperature), turbulence continues to reduce causing the flow
to partially relaminarise. When the buoyancy is sufficiently strong, the turbulence
may be completely destroyed and the flow is fully laminarised. At this stage, the heat
transfer process is minimised, being similar to that in a laminar flow. With a further
increase in buoyancy force, turbulence starts to be produced again but mostly in the
region away from the wall, which causes a recovery of heat transfer effectiveness.
When the buoyancy is extremely strong and dominates the flow, the heat transfer
process becomes a natural convection. At this stage, the Nusselt numbers for the
upward and downward flows converge.

The present understanding of the mechanisms of the effect of buoyancy on heat
transfer is explainable using the analysis due to Jackson & Hall (1979). In a heated
upward flow, the buoyancy force, which is strongest adjacent to the wall due to the
large temperature gradient there, causes the flow in the viscous layer to accelerate
strongly and the flow in the core to be retarded in relative terms. This causes the
total shear and then the turbulent shear stress to reduce in the buffer layer, which in
turn leads to a reduction in turbulence production. The opposite is true for a buoyancy-
opposed flow: the flow in the viscous sublayer is reduced resulting in a larger velocity
gradient and a stronger turbulent shear stress, and hence an increase in turbulence
production.

Extensive research has been carried out over many decades on mixed convection
heat transfer with various fluids, generating a large body of experimental data. Most
studies however are limited to heat transfer measurements, i.e. wall temperature and
heat flux on the wall (e.g. Vilemas, Poskas & Kaupas 1992; Celata et al. 1998;
Liao & Zhao 2002; Lee et al. 2008). An overview of earlier work can be found
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Flow laminarisation due to streamwise body force 33

in Jackson et al. (1989) and more recently Jackson (2013). Alongside experimental
investigations, various heat transfer correlations have been established based on
dimensional arguments and/or mechanistic models (Petukhov et al. 1988; Jackson
et al. 1989; Vilemas et al. 1992; Aicher & Martin 1997). More recently, heat transfer
to fluids at supercritical pressure has received significant attention due to a number
of emerging applications, such as, advanced design of nuclear reactors, supercritical
CO2 air-conditioning systems and carbon capture and storage (Jiang et al. 2006;
Licht, Anderson & Corradini 2009; Jackson 2013). The effect of buoyancy can
be particularly strong and complex since the thermal properties vary strongly with
temperature under such conditions. A review of recent studies can be found in Yoo
(2013).

Computational fluid dynamics has been applied to reproduce mixed convection and
one of the very first attempts was Abdelmeguid & Spalding (1979). The standard
k− ε model used was found to be able to reproduce the downward flow but not the
upward flow. Efforts have been made to revise turbulence models to simulate buoyancy
effect, using advanced wall functions (Craft et al. 2004), improved modelling of the
buoyancy production using generalised gradient diffusion hypothesis (GGDH) or
algebraic models (Cotton & Jackson 1990), various turbulent shear stress models
and turbulent heat transfer models (Kim et al. 2008). It has now been established
that it is essential that the turbulence model has a so-called low Reynolds number
feature, which emulates the effect of buoyancy on turbulence (Cotton & Jackson
1990; Kim et al. 2008). Comparative studies (Mikielewicz et al. 2002; Kim et al.
2008; Keshmiri et al. 2012) have shown that although some models perform better
than others, there are no models that can be applied generically in all flow conditions.

In contrast to the vast body of heat transfer measurements, there are very limited
measurements of the flow and turbulence. One of the first detailed measurements
of the velocity profiles was carried out by Steiner (1971) who studied the ‘reverse
transition’ of a turbulent flow under the action of buoyancy forces. He demonstrated
that the velocity profiles are flattened in flows with influences of weak and medium
buoyancy forces when the flow is partially laminarised, and become M-shape when
the buoyancy is very strong and turbulence and heat transfer effectiveness regain their
strength. These were further confirmed by Carr, Connor & Buhr (1973) and Polyakov
& Shindin (1988), both using air, and Kurganov & Kaptilny (1992) using CO2 at a
supercritical pressure. These later studies also provided measurements of the turbulent
shear stress, which reduces first with the increase of buoyancy, reaching a minimum
(close to zero) while the flow is said fully laminarised. With further increase of the
buoyancy, negative turbulent shear stress is generated in the core of the flow which
corresponds to the inner flank of the M-shaped velocity. Some positive turbulent
shear stress is also produced close to the wall in connection with the near-wall layer
(the outer legs of the M-shaped velocity profile). Simultaneous measurements of the
axial and wall-normal turbulence were only made by Polyakov & Shindin (1988)
who discussed the anisotropy of the turbulence due to the influence of the buoyancy.
They concluded that the axial turbulence is more strongly reduced than wall-normal
turbulence causing the anisotropy of the turbulence to reduce. It is noted however that
their data were limited to a strongly laminarised flow and some recovery flows. It is
shown later that typically turbulence anisotropy is enhanced in a partially laminarised
flow.

Studies of the flow and turbulence in a buoyancy-opposed flow are even rarer.
Nakajima et al. (1980) made measurements of the streamwise velocity and temperature
in a vertical plane channel with one heated and one cooled wall but only with
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moderate heat flux. Much later, Wang, Li & Jackson (2004) made measurements
of two components of turbulence flow in a vertical plane passage with a heated
wall for a downward as well as an upward flow. In both studies, the results on the
buoyancy-aided flow were consistent with those of previous studies in a tube, whereas
the trends of the data for the buoyancy-opposed flow show contrasting features. The
velocity in the viscous sublayer is retarded by the presence of buoyancy, leading
to a stronger turbulence production which Wang et al. (2004) demonstrated with
measurements of the turbulent normal and shear stresses.

More recently, direct numerical simulation (DNS) has been used to study combined
forced and natural convection yielding detailed information on the flow and turbulence
which are difficult, if not impossible, to obtain experimentally. Satake et al. (2000),
You, Yoo & Choi (2003) and Bae et al. (2006) performed DNS of air flows in
a vertical tube, whereas Kasagi & Nishimura (1997) considered a vertical plane
channel with a heated and a cooled wall on either side using air-like properties based
on the Boussinesq assumption. Bae, Yoo & Choi (2005), Bae, Yoo & McEligot
(2008) performed DNS of CO2 at a supercritical pressure in a vertical circular and
annular tube, respectively. Overall the DNS results agree well with the experiments
where available, validating the numerical results as well as confirming the trends
established from experiments. In addition, DNS also provide more detailed data,
including the budget terms on turbulent stresses and turbulent heat fluxes. It has
been demonstrated that in a partially laminarised flow, the wall-normal and spanwise
turbulence components are significantly more strongly suppressed than the axial
component, making the flow strongly anisotropic (Kasagi & Nishimura 1997; Bae
et al. 2006). This reflects the flow structures observed where elongated streaks are
formed, which is typical of a laminarising flow due to flow acceleration, or, a
favourable pressure gradient (Launder & Jones 1969; Sreenivasan 1982; Lee & Choi
2001; Piomelli & Yuan 2013). Under most conditions, the contribution of the direct
buoyancy production is insignificant and the influence of buoyancy on turbulence is
largely via modifying the mean flow (Cotton & Jackson 1990). In addition, DNS
also shows that the flow and thermal fields can develop significant dissimilarity under
some conditions invaliding the common turbulence modelling approach based on
turbulent Prandtl number (Bae et al. 2005).

Even though the main motivation of the present study stems from mixed convection,
it should be noted that there are many other types of body-force-influenced flows
which are of significant interest, especially, in relation to flow control and drag
reduction. These different types of body forces share many similarities. Kasagi &
Nishimura (1997) directly compared the combined forced and natural convection
in a vertical channel with a channel flow subject to a uniform wall mass injection
and suction on each of the walls by Sumitani & Kasagi (1995), and a liquid metal
flow in a channel subject to a Lorenz force due to a transverse magnetic field.
They demonstrated strong similarities between the various flows in not only the
mean velocity profiles and turbulence statistics but also the near-wall quasi-coherent
structures characterised by elongated streaks. They attribute the similarities to
having resulted from the near-wall force balance modified in a similar way by
the additional body force or momentum transport. Crawford & Karniadakis (1997)
studied numerically a turbulent flow of low electric conductivity subject to streamwise
electromagnetic forcing. They did not achieve drag reduction that they intended for,
which was attributed to the increase of turbulent shear stress due to the increased
vortex stretching term (w′ω′2) and the spanwise variation of the stress component
(∂(u′w′)/∂x3). Xu et al. (2007) performed DNS of a turbulent channel flow subject
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Flow laminarisation due to streamwise body force 35

to a prescribed steady streamwise force in the form of a sine wave in the near-wall
region. Sustained drag reduction was achieved when the force was limited to within 20
wall units, which was attributed to the effect of the forcing limiting the development
of the Reynolds shear stress. When the amplitude of the forcing was high, the shear
layer was found to break down generating its own turbulence, in turn increasing the
wall friction. Lee & Choi (2001) studied the effects of Lorenz force on near-wall
turbulence structures using DNS by subjecting a channel flow to a magnetic field in all
three directions. It was found that whereas the near-wall turbulence structures can be
suppressed by the Lorenz force induced by magnetic field in all three directions, the
Lorenz force induced by the wall-normal field which directly interact with the mean
flow can do so most effectively. When the magnetic field is too strong, turbulence is
increased leading to a drag increase. Turbulence structures are markedly elongated in
the direction of the applied magnetic field when it is sufficiently strong, which was
shown to be associated with a rapid decrease of the Joule dissipation in time.

1.1. The scope of the paper
It is clear from the brief review provided above that buoyancy may significantly
suppress turbulence resulting in a severe heat transfer deterioration. This is attributed
to the modification of the near-wall shear stress balance, resulting in a modified
velocity profile. Under such conditions, the flow shows typical characteristics of
a laminarising flow with elongated streaks and strengthened anisotropic turbulence.
The thermal and flow fields are strongly coupled in mixed convection and need to
be resolved simultaneously for any practical problems. However, from the point of
view of fluid mechanics, the fundamental question is how the flow and turbulence
respond to a buoyancy force of a certain distribution, which is the key process in
mixed convection ultimately determining the effectiveness of heat transfer. Despite
the vast amount of efforts devoted to mixed convection, the understanding of such
physics is still limited. For example, the prediction of flow laminarisation and heat
transfer deterioration is still largely through semi-empirical correlations based on
mechanistic modelling and dimensional analysis with the support of experimental
data. The purpose of the study reported herein is to develop new insights into flow
laminarisation due to a non-uniform body force such as the buoyancy in mixed
convection. We perform DNS of a turbulent flow in a pipe subjected to a prescribed
non-uniform, streamwise, body force. Two typical distributions, i.e. a linear variation
and a step change, are studied, the amplitude and coverage of which are independently
and systematically varied. This systematic approach allows us to establish a holistic
view of how a body force modifies the flow and turbulence, which could not have
been developed through studying individual physical flows, which by definition are
limited to certain conditions. We consider body-force aided flow, that is, the body
force is in the same direction of the flow. We focus on partially and fully laminarised
flows herein, while the recovery flow will be discussed in detail elsewhere. This study
has led to the establishment of a new framework of analysis for the flow subjected
to a body force, and has revealed some fundamental characteristics of laminarising
flows for the first time. The new understanding provides explicit means to predicting
how much the flow is modified or laminarised under the influence of a known body
force.

The paper is structured as follows: the numerical methods and the design of the test
cases are discussed in § 2, which is followed by detailed discussion of the results in
§ 3. The overall picture of the influence of systematically varying the body force on
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the velocity profile and turbulence is shown in § 3.1 and the turbulence behaviour in
a laminarising flow in the conventional view is described in § 3.2. A new perspective
and the underlying theory are detailed in § 3.3 together with supporting evidence. The
friction factor and an FIK identity analysis (Fukagata, Iwamoto & Kasagi 2002) are
shown in § 3.4, followed by discussion on the fully laminarised flow process and
its prediction in § 3.5. The flow structures are visualised and quantified in § 3.6 and
finally the paper concludes with a summary in § 4.

2. Methodology
The DNS code, CHAPSim, initially developed for a channel flow (Seddighi 2011;

He & Seddighi 2013) has been revised to solve the Navier–Stokes equations for a
turbulent flow in a pipe in cylindrical coordinates. The governing equations read:
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The z, r, θ are respectively the streamwise, radial and azimuthal coordinates and
qz = uz, qr = rur, qθ = ruθ are three fluxes introduced to circumvent the singularity on
the axis of the pipe (Orlandi 2000). In addition, the wall-normal distance, y(= 1− r),
is also sometimes used. The equations are non-dimensionalised using the pipe radius
R∗, the density ρ∗ and the centre velocity of the laminar Poiseuille flow U∗P (which
is 2 times the bulk velocity U∗), where the superscript ‘*’ indicates that the quantity
is not non-dimensionalised. Unless otherwise stated, any quantities shown without
a superscript are always normalised by these quantities. The Reynolds number
Re = ρ∗U∗PR∗/µ∗. The prescribed body force is normalised in the following form:
f = f ∗/(ρ∗U∗2P /R

∗). The pressure is split into a domain average (P) and fluctuations
around it (p) and the former is a function of z only. The spatial derivatives
are discretised using a second-order central finite difference method. An explicit
low-storage, third-order Runge–Kutta scheme is used for the temporal discretisation
of the nonlinear terms and a second-order implicit Crank–Nicholson scheme is used
for other terms. These are combined with the fractional-step method to enforce the
continuity constraint (Orlandi 2000). Periodic boundary conditions are applied in
the axial and azimuthal directions, and a no-slip boundary condition is imposed at
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FIGURE 1. Examples of distributions of density in mixed convection of a flow of air and
CO2 at supercritical pressure. ‘x/R’ is the distance from the start of the heated length of
the pipe over radius. (Reproduced from He, Kim & Bae (2008) with permission.)

the wall. The message passing interface (MPI) is used to parallelise the code. More
detailed descriptions can be found in Seddighi (2011) and the validation of the code
for pipe flows is given in He, Seddighi & He (2016).

In order to determine the body force to be used, we inspect the buoyancy force
distribution in some typical mixed convection flows. Figure 1 shows the buoyancy
force distributions in the first 60R∗ of an upward flow of air and supercritical CO2 in
a heated tube (He et al. 2008). Since the buoyancy results from the variation of the
temperature of the fluid, it is strongest at the wall, reducing away from the wall over
a region that is largely corresponding to the thermal boundary layer. Figure 1 shows
that the buoyancy varies approximately linearly in the air flow, whereas a near step
change is observed in the flow of supercritical CO2. The latter occurs at the location
where the temperature of the fluid is around the pseudo-critical point across which
a large change in density occurs. In both cases, the significant changes in buoyancy
force are within a region where y+ < 50. Keeping these in mind, we have chosen a
linear and a step distribution defined in the following forms to study:

Linear variation:

f =
{

a(r− r0)/(1− r0) r > r0

0, r< r0,
(2.5)

and step variation:

f =
{

a r > r0

0, r< r0.
(2.6)

The body force is therefore steady in time, and uniform in the streamwise and
circumferential directions. The cross-sectional average is F = ∫ 1

0 2rf dr. Hence the
body force is characterised by its coverage (represented by r0), the amplitude a and
the ‘strength’ of the body force represented by F. Four groups of test flows have
been carried out, the body-force distributions of which are shown in figure 2. Groups
A and B employ a linearly varying body force to study the coverage and amplitude
effects respectively, whereas groups C and D employ a step-change body force again
studying the coverage and amplitude effects respectively. Within each group, the
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FIGURE 2. Body-force distributions (y+0 = y∗u∗τ0/ν
∗, F+ = F∗/(2τ ∗wR∗) where u∗τ0 and τ ∗w0

are the friction velocity and the wall shear stress of the base flow, Reτ =180, respectively).

Case 1+z 1(rθ)+max 1r+max 1r+min Reτ Re

Base 6 4.7 3.6 0.14 180 5300
A1–A4 6.2–6.4 4.9–5 3.7–3.9 0.14–0.15 187–193 5300
B1–B8 5.3–9.2 4.1–7.2 3.2–5.5 0.12–0.21 159–276 5300
C1–C4 6.3–6.7 5–5.2 3.8–4 0.15–0.16 191–200 5300
D1–D6 4.8–8.4 3.8–6.5 2.9–5 0.11–0.2 144–231 5300
B21 7.3 5.7 4.4 0.17 220 6819

TABLE 1. Mesh sizes of the test cases (Reτ = u∗τR
∗/ν∗, Re=U∗PR∗/ν∗, where U∗P is the

centre velocity of the laminar Poiseuille flow).

strengths of the body forces are chosen so that typical flow patterns encountered in
mixed convection flows, i.e. partially and fully laminarised and recovery flows, are
all represented (see § 3.1).

The simulations are conducted for a pipe of a length of 20R∗ with a mesh of
600 × 96 × 240 in streamwise (z) × radial (r) × circumferential (θ ) directions,
respectively. The pipe length chosen here is slightly longer than those commonly
used in the literature (e.g. Kim, Moin & Moser 1987; Wu & Moin 2008) considering
the low Reynolds number flows concerned. It is also interesting to note that Tsukahara
et al. (2014) showed that a box of a length 25.6δ∗ can sustain turbulence for a channel
flow at Reτ ≈ 64. The range of mesh resolution of each of the test groups is shown
in table 1. The worst case is B8, the resolution of which is however still within
the range of common recommendations. A direct validation of a mesh of similar
resolution using CHAPSim against benchmark data from literature was reported in a
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Flow laminarisation due to streamwise body force 39

Case F+ Ubf Reτp EPG reference flow

A1 0.35 0.057 160 Reτ = 157
A2 0.68 0.209 110 Reτ = 112
B1 0.35 0.142 136 Reτ = 135
B2 0.50 0.232 105 Reτ = 112
C1 0.68 0.166 125 Reτ = 129
D1 0.35 0.167 138 Reτ = 135
B21 0.50 0.169 178 Reτ = 180

TABLE 2. Additional flow parameters for the laminarising flow cases. F+ = F∗/(2τ ∗w0R∗)
is the normalised cross-section-averaged body force and τw0 is the wall shear stress of
the base flow, Reτ = 180; Ubf is the bulk velocity of the body-force induced perturbation
flow and Reτp is the apparent Reynolds number. The last column shows ‘standard’ flows
simulated (i.e. those without any non-uniform body force) which have values of Reτ closest
to those of Reτp of the corresponding flow and hence serve as their EPG reference flows
for the respective cases.

previous study (He et al. 2016). For any test case, the body force ( f ) is implemented
as fixed values according to figure 2, and the pressure gradient will adjust itself so
as to maintain the Reynolds number Re (and hence the mass flow rate) constant at a
prescribed value. For all cases except B21, Re = 5300. Case B21 is conducted with
a fixed pressure gradient that is the same as that of the base flow (Reτ = 180) and
a body force that is the same as that of case B2. The statistical results are obtained
via ensemble averaging in the two periodic directions as well as over at least 30
independent flow fields after the flow is fully developed in time. Results for cases
shown in table 2 are based on 100 flow fields.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. The general picture

Figures 3 and 4 show the velocity profiles of all the test cases in linear global
coordinates and semi-logarithmic wall coordinates, respectively. With the increase
of the body force (F), through either increasing the coverage or the amplitude, the
general trends of the variations of the velocity profiles in each of the groups are
similar to each other. We focus on group B to elucidate such trends but comment on
the differences between the groups as appropriate. With a relatively low body force
(cases B1 to B3), the velocity profile is distorted only slightly, becoming flattened in
the core of the flow. The centreline velocity becomes lower than that of the reference
case, and the velocity around say y= 0.3 becomes higher. The velocity gradient near
the wall is always lower than that of the reference flow, and decreasing with the
increase of the body force. This is however not always the case in other groups. For
example, the velocity gradient adjacent to the wall in A1 and C1 is higher than in
the reference flow, and hence under such conditions the friction factor is increased in
comparison with the reference flow even though the flow is partially laminarised (see
later). Further increasing the body force, the velocity profiles suddenly switch to an
M-shape, which is typical of mixed convection with a strong influence of buoyancy
(e.g. Steiner 1971; Carr et al. 1973; You et al. 2003). With the increase of the body
force, the velocity in the centre of the pipe reduces and the velocity gradient adjacent
to the wall increases, and as a result, the friction factor also increases. The variation
of the velocity profiles with increase of the body force follows a similar trend in
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FIGURE 3. (Colour online) Mean velocity profiles of all test cases.
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FIGURE 4. (Colour online) Mean velocity profiles of all test cases in wall coordinates.

group D, but in groups A and C, the velocity gradient near the wall remains largely
the same in the various test cases. That is, the overall friction is insensitive to the
increase of the imposed body force under such conditions.
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FIGURE 5. (Colour online) Distribution of turbulent shear stress in all test cases.

Figure 4 shows how far the velocity profiles can still be described by the generic
logarithmic distribution. For the weaker body-force-influenced cases (B1 to B3), the
velocity is upshifted with increase of the body force, showing increasingly stronger
laminarisation. There is always a region of logarithmic distribution (linear variation
in the semi-log plot) in each case, but the gradient becomes steeper with increase of
the body force. In consistent with the observation in figure 3, the profiles of cases
A1 and C1 are actually shifted downwards as a result of the increase of the friction
velocity. The plots of the M-shaped velocity profiles have little meaning in this style
of presentation, except that it does show that for most cases, the profiles follow the
‘standard’ curve up to y+ = 15, and then either curve up or down first before going
downwards in the core of the flow.

To illustrate the effect of the body force on turbulence, the turbulent shear stress
(u′zu′r) and kinetic energy (k) are shown in figures 5 and 6, respectively. When the body
force is relatively weak, say, B1 to B3, both turbulent shear stress and kinetic energy
reduce progressively with increase of the body force. In fact, the flow is effectively
completely laminarised in B3 (and A3 and C2), where both u′zu′r and k are negligibly
small. With a further increase of the body force, negative shear stresses are generated
in the core of the flow, and the magnitude of which increases with the increase of
the body force. At the same time, positive shear stress also starts to appear in the
wall region. The peak value increases with increase of the body force, and its location
moves closer to the wall. The production of negative turbulent shear stress stems
from the velocity gradient of the M-shaped profile in the core region, which has been
observed by various researchers previously (e.g. Polyakov & Shindin 1988; Bae et al.
2005). Along with the increase of u′zu′r, turbulent kinetic energy also increases with
increase of the body force. There are two peaks in the distribution of k, one is clearly
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FIGURE 6. (Colour online) Distribution of turbulent kinetic energy in all test cases.

associated with the wall layer (the outer legs of the M) and the other is associated
with the inner flank of the M-profile (the core of the flow), linked to the negative
turbulent shear stress.

According to the effect on turbulence, the body-force-aided flows can be grouped
into three categories (regimes), that is, partially laminarised (or, laminarising), fully
laminarised or recovery flows. In a partially laminarised flow, turbulent kinetic energy
and shear stress are both reduced in magnitude, and the reduction becomes stronger
with the increase of the body force. The velocity profile is flattened in the core of
the flow, but is overall only slightly distorted from that of the reference flow. In the
recovery regime, the velocity takes an M-shape, where the inner flank of the M profile
provides the reason for the generation of turbulence in the core of the flow. The
stronger the body force, the stronger the turbulence becomes. In between the above
two scenarios, turbulence completely or largely disappears. In such a fully laminarised
flow, the velocity profile can take either of the above shapes.

The above results show a comprehensive picture of how the flow and turbulence
vary with a systematically varied body force imposed through varying the amplitude
or the coverage. It is interesting to note that a step-change body force can achieve a
similar result as a linearly varying body force, and that increasing the amplitude and
the coverage can also achieve similar results. The present results with systematically
varied body force distributions of two distinct profiles provide an opportunity to gain
new insights into how the body force modifies the flow and turbulence, which is
discussed later in this paper. An inevitable limitation of previous studies on mixed
convection is that the range of conditions covered is always limited. A complete
picture such as that shown above has not previously been observed in a single
study. The measurements of Shehata & McEligot (1998) and DNS of Satake et al.
(2000) and Bae et al. (2006) were limited to flows in the laminarising regime.
The measurements of Carr et al. (1973) and the DNS of You et al. (2003) observed
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FIGURE 7. (Colour online) Distribution of the root-mean-square of the turbulent velocities.

both types of the velocity profiles, but their strongest buoyancy flows saw only very
small recovery of turbulence. In Bae et al.’s (2005) DNS of mixed convection of
CO2 at supercritical pressure, the flow undergoes the process of first relaminarisation
and then strong recovery along the length of the heated pipe, illustrating the various
stages of buoyancy effect on the mean flow and turbulence as observed herein. Their
study was however for only one flow condition (and a particular distribution of the
body force). Polyakov & Shindin (1988) carried out measurements of velocity and
turbulence for a wide range of buoyancy values. A limitation of that work is however
that the partially laminarising flow that they chose to study was actually close to
be fully laminarised, and as a result, they observed the turbulence becoming more
isotropic as the flow is laminarised, which is in contrast to the observations of all
other studies.

Hereafter, we focus on the partially laminarised flow, and to a lesser extent the fully
laminarised flow. The recovery flow will be further studied elsewhere.

3.2. Turbulence in relaminarising flow – the conventional viewpoint
Figure 7 shows the three components of the turbulent normal stresses normalised
using the centreline velocity of the laminar Poiseuille flow. The turbulent stresses
reduce in all the cases though some of the reductions are stronger than others. More
significantly, the reductions in the wall-normal and circumferential components are
always much stronger than that in the streamwise component, which is consistent
with the observation of laminarising flow in mixed convection (Kasagi & Nishimura
1997; Bae et al. 2006). The cases with the strongest reductions in u′r and u′θ are
cases A2 and B2, where they reduce to approximately a half of that of the reference
case. By contrast, the reduction in u′z is only approximately 30 % and 10 % in cases
A2 and B2 respectively. For case D1 the peak values of the u′r and u′θ reduce by
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FIGURE 8. (Colour online) Distribution of the root-mean-square of the turbulent velocities
in wall units.

about 30 %, but the peak value of the u′z remains more or less the same as that of
the reference case near the wall, even though the values are clearly reduced in the
core. As a result of such unequal reduction in the three components, the turbulence
becomes strongly anisotropic which is known to be a characteristic of a laminarising
flow (e.g. Piomelli, Balaras & Pascarelli 2000; Lee & Choi 2001).

In the above, the discussion of turbulence reduction is based on absolute values
since the normalisation uses the same constant (U∗P) in all the cases. In figure 8,
the same results are presented in wall coordinates, which enable us to study how
far the turbulence in a laminarising flow deviates from the ‘generic’ distribution of
an equilibrium turbulent flow. Again the turbulence quantities show various levels of
reductions in all the cases studied. The reduction is stronger in u′+r,rms and u′+θ,rms and
less so in u′+z,rms. However, the percentage of reduction has changed more significantly
in some cases than in others, leading to a change of the order of the severity of
laminarisation of the flows. For example, the peak value of u′z,rms is lower in B2 than
in A1 but the opposite is true in u′+z,rms presentation. Overall, the turbulence reduction
can be stronger or less strong in the absolute terms or in wall units depending on the
flow conditions, which makes the prediction more difficult. Additionally, the location
of the peak u′+z,rms has shifted away from the wall in the laminarising flows which has
been observed in mixed convection under similar flow conditions (Carr et al. 1973;
Bae et al. 2005).

3.3. A new perspective on the relaminarisation of flow
Ordinarily, comparisons of flows under various conditions are based on equal
Reynolds numbers, which is the basis of the discussion presented above. For a
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given flow rate, the turbulence in a flow subjected to a non-uniform body force
may be significantly lower than that in the ‘undisturbed’ flow of the same Reynolds
number where the flow is driven by only a pressure force (which is uniform on
any cross-section of the pipe). Under such a condition, the turbulence intensity,
k∗1/2/U∗, where k∗ is turbulent kinetic energy and U∗ the bulk velocity, is lower in
the body-force-influenced flow. We therefore refer to such a flow to be (partially)
laminarised, examples of which include, mixed convection in a vertical tube (Steiner
1971; Polyakov & Shindin 1988), accelerating flows (Escudier et al. 1998; Piomelli
et al. 2000; Greenblatt & Moss 2004) and flows subject to certain control mechanisms
(Lee & Choi 2001; Xu et al. 2007), as discussed in the introduction.

Herein, we establish a new interpretation of the flow phenomena, which is in strong
contrast to the above conventional view. We show that the body-force-influenced flow
behaves as a ‘standard’ undisturbed turbulent flow but at a lower apparent Reynolds
number; and this apparent Reynolds number is directly associated with the pressure
gradient of the body-force-influenced flow. The understanding is supported by the
following hypothesis which is established from the observations of the results reported
herein: the addition of a body force to a flow that is initially driven by a pressure
gradient only does not change the turbulent mixing characteristics of the initial flow
and, in particular, the turbulent viscosity remains largely unchanged.

In the remaining part of the paper, we provide evidence supporting the above
statement, and apply the hypothesis to characterising the laminarising flow under the
influence of a body force. Furthermore, we demonstrate the simplicity of flow analysis
in the new framework, and reveal new fundamental characteristics of laminarising
flows that are difficult to identify in the classical viewpoint.

Let us first illustrate the implications of the hypothesis based on the Reynolds-
averaged analysis. The governing equation for a statistically steady flow of an
incompressible fluid in a pipe, sufficiently away from the entrance is written as:

0=−dP
dx
+ 1

r
∂

∂r

[
r
(

1
Re
∂uz

∂r
− u′zu′r

)]
+ f , (3.1)

where the pressure gradient −dP/dx is the main driving force being constant in time
and space; and f is an additional body force varying along the radius, but uniform
axially and circumferentially, and constant in time. This body-force-influenced flow
can be compared with two ‘standard’ undisturbed flows without any non-uniform
body forces: a flow with the same flow rate or a flow with the same pressure
gradient. Herein we refer to them as the equal flow rate (EFR) reference flow and
the equal pressure gradient (EPG) reference flow, respectively. All cases except B21
are performed at the same flow rate/Reynolds number, Re = 5300, and hence share
the same EFR reference flow, which is simply referred to as the base flow when
there is no ambiguity, see table 1. In the literature, comparisons between flows are
commonly made based on equal flow rate as noted earlier. Below we compare the
body-force-influenced flows with their EPG reference flow; the latter is denoted with
a subscript ‘p’,

0=−
(

dP
dx

)
p

+ 1
r
∂

∂r

[
r
(

1
Re
∂(uz)p

∂r
− (u′zu′r)p

)]
, (3.2)
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where −(dP/dx)p = −(dP/dx), that is, the pressure gradient of this (EPG) reference
flow is the same as that of the body-force-influenced flow to be compared with.
Subtracting (3.2) from (3.1),

0= 1
r
∂

∂r

[
r
(

1
Re
∂(uz)b

∂r
− (u′zu′r)b

)]
+ f , (3.3)

where
(uz)b = uz − (uz)p and (u′zu′r)b = u′zu′r − (u′zu′r)p (3.4a,b)

which represents a perturbation flow caused by imposing a non-uniform body force
to a flow while maintaining the pressure gradient constant. This flow is denoted with
a subscript ‘b’. Introducing the eddy viscosity concept, i.e. u′zu′r =−(νt/Re)(∂uz/∂r),
where νt = ν∗t /ν∗ and ν∗t is the turbulent viscosity, the above equation can be written
as:

0= 1
r
∂

∂r

[
r

Re

(
∂(uz)b

∂r
+ νt

∂uz

∂r
− νt1

∂(uz)p

∂r

)]
+ f . (3.5)

Now applying the hypothesis introduced above, i.e. the turbulent viscosity remains
uninfluenced by the imposition of the body force (νt = νt1), (3.5) becomes:

0= 1
r
∂

∂r

[
r

Re

(
(1+ νt1)

∂(uz)
e
b

∂r

)]
+ f , (3.6)

where νt1 is the eddy viscosity of the EPG reference flow (i.e. from the solution of
(3.2)) and the superscript ‘e’ indicates that the values of (uz)b computed are estimates
or predictions based on the above assumption about the turbulent viscosity. In addition,
we can estimate the turbulent shear stress due to the perturbation flow from

(u′zu′r)
e
b =−

νt1

Re
∂(uz)

e
b

∂r
. (3.7)

Consequently, with the availability of the solution of EPG reference flow (and hence
νt1), the perturbation flow due to the imposed body force can be estimated by
simple integrations of (3.6). In essence, the hypothesis introduced earlier in this
section implies: (i) (uz)b ≈ (uz)

e
b or uz ≈ (uz)p + (uz)

e
b, and, (ii) (u′zu′r)b ≈ (u′zu′r)eb or

u′zu′r ≈ (u′zu′r)p + (u′zu′r)eb. That is, the body-force-influenced flow can be approximated
by the sum of its corresponding EPG reference flow (i.e. an ‘undisturbed’ flow) and
a perturbation flow due to the body force. The latter is readily computed from the
body-force distribution and the EPG reference flow parameter νt1.

Integrating equation (3.1) results in an expression for the force balance of the flow:

− r
2

dP
dx
+ 1

r

∫ r

0
rf dr= u′zu′r −

1
Re
∂uz

∂r
. (3.8)

The first and second terms on the left-hand side are the contributions to the
total shear stress from the pressure gradient and the body force, denoted as, τp
and τb, respectively. Letting r = 1, we obtain the total wall shear stress to be
−(1/Re)(∂uz/∂r)r=1 = −(1/2)(dP/dx) + ∫ 1

0 rf dr, that is, the total wall shear (τw) is
made of contributions from the pressure force (τwp) and the additional non-uniform
body force (τwb). Taking case B2 as an example, the total shear stress (τ ) of
the body-force-influenced flow together with those of its corresponding EFR and
EPG reference flows are shown in figure 9 to illustrate a number of concepts
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FIGURE 9. Total and wall shear stresses of case B2 and those of its corresponding EFR
and EPG reference flows.

introduced herein. In this particular case, the total wall shear (τw) is smaller than
that of the EFR reference case (τwRe), but the opposite is true in some other cases.
By definition, the wall shear stress of the EPG reference case and the contribution
of the pressure gradient in the body-force-influenced case are equal, being τwp. We
define a friction velocity based on the pressure gradient component of the wall shear
as u∗τp=

√
τ ∗wp/ρ

∗, which is referred to as the apparent friction velocity, and similarly,
Reτp = u∗τpR∗/ν∗ as the apparent Reynolds number of the body-force-influenced flow.
These are important parameters in the new framework of analysis. The values of
the apparent Reynolds number for the various cases are shown in table 2, together
with the averaged body force (F) and the bulk velocity of the body-force-induced
perturbation flow, Ubf .

We now inspect the turbulent viscosity obtained for the various test cases
studied herein, which are shown in figure 10(a,b) in wall coordinates based on
the conventional friction velocity (u∗τ ) and the apparent friction velocity (u∗τp), i.e.
y+ = (√τ ∗w/ρ∗y∗)/ν∗ and y+1 = (√τ ∗wp/ρ

∗y∗)/ν∗, respectively. It can be seen from
figure 10(a) that the turbulent viscosity reduces in the body-force-influenced flows
in comparison with the EFR reference flow. Generally speaking, the larger the
body force, the stronger the reduction, which is consistent with the observations
on turbulence quantities presented earlier. This is also in good accordance with the
conventional theory, which explains flow laminarising phenomena (Launder & Jones
1969; Sreenivasan 1982; Piomelli & Yuan 2013).

By contrast, when the turbulent viscosity is plotted against y+1 (figure 10b), the
spread of the data of the various cases is much smaller in the wall region, say,
y+1 < 40, and much of the spread can be accounted for by the effect of the Reynolds
number on the distribution of turbulent viscosity. To verify this idea, undisturbed flows
close to the apparent Reynolds numbers of the various flow cases (and hence serving
as the EPG reference flows) have been performed and the distributions of the turbulent
viscosity of these cases are shown in figure 10(b) for direct comparison. It can be seen
that the values of the turbulence viscosity in the various cases are largely bounded by
those of the flows of Reτ = 110 and 180. A closer study of the data reveals that cases
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FIGURE 10. (Colour online) Distribution of turbulent viscosity in wall distance based on
(a) conventional friction velocity and (b) apparent friction velocity.

A1, A2, C1 and B21 agree closely with their corresponding EPG reference flows. The
values of νt of B1, B2 and D1 overshoot those of their corresponding reference flows
at some locations near the wall. These deviations are still relatively small considering
the large range of flow conditions covered and the severity of the flow laminarisation
observed. In conclusion, these results provide a good support for the hypothesis
presented early: the values of the turbulent viscosity of the body-force-influenced
flows is not significantly influenced by the body force and they agree well with those
of their corresponding EPG reference flows. Consequently, the body-force-influenced
flow in effect behaves as an ‘undisturbed’ flow at a lower apparent Reynolds number.

It is noted that in pursuing the development of semi-empirical correlations for
buoyancy-influenced heat transfer, Jackson & Hall (1979) introduced an assumption
that the effect of buoyancy on the flow is to reduce the near-wall shear stress and
hence turbulence production. They used the turbulent shear stress away from the
buoyancy-influenced region to define a new equivalent flow, based on which heat
transfer was calculated. This approach allowed them to develop a very successful,
widely used, heat transfer correlation. The observation described herein, to some
extent, explains the reasons behind the success.
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FIGURE 11. (Colour online) Distribution of turbulent shear stresses, (i) DNS results
u′zu′r (lines only in main figure), (ii) estimated turbulent shear stress due to body force
calculated from (3.7), (u′zu′r)

e
b, (lines only in inset) and (iii) estimated overall turbulent

shear stress using EPG reference flow data, (u′zu′r)p + (u′zu′r)eb (lines with markers).

To further elucidate the idea, next we study the turbulent shear stresses. Figure 11
shows three sets of data: (i) DNS results u′zu′r, (ii) estimated turbulent shear stress
resulting from body force calculated from (3.7), (u′zu′r)

e
b and (iii) estimated overall

turbulent shear stress using EPG reference flow data, (u′zu′r)p+ (u′zu′r)eb. It is noted that
since the values of Reτp of some cases are noticeably different from the closest Reτ of
the available ‘standard’ cases, the EPG data used here are based on an interpolation of
results with the closest Reτ . It can be seen that the body-force-induced turbulent shear
stress, (u′zu′r)

e
b, is only limited to the near-wall region, and the values vary significantly

from case to case. Interestingly, the magnitude of (u′zu′r)
e
b is not directly corresponding

to the averaged body force (F). For example, the body forces of A1 and B1 are
both 0.35, but (u′zu′r)

e
b is significantly higher in B1 than in A1. Clearly this difference

stems from the different coverages of the body force in the two flows. The larger the
coverage, the larger the value of (u′zu′r)

e
b. In fact, the contribution of (u′zu′r)

e
b to the

total turbulent shear stress in A1 is so small that it can be neglected. This has an
interesting implication, that is, the body-force-induced perturbation flow can be seen
to be a laminar flow, and that the turbulent shear stress of the body-force-influenced
flow is the same as that of the corresponding EPG reference flow. It is particularly
interesting to note that the total body force does not have to be small; it only requires
the coverage to be small. Flows that are in this category are A1, A2 and C1. Typically,
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FIGURE 12. (Colour online) Distribution of the root-mean-square turbulent velocities
normalised by the apparent friction velocity.

the body-force-induced turbulence shear stress (u′zu′r)
e
b will be negligible when the

coverage of the body force is limited y+ < 20, which is the case in many mixed
convection flows. To facilitate discussion, we refer to them as low (u′zu′r)

e
b flow cases.

We now compare the turbulent shear stress directly calculated from the DNS results
of the various cases (u′zu′r) and those estimated using the EPG reference flows, i.e.
(u′zu′r)p + (u′zu′r)eb. The agreement between the two sets of data is strikingly close in
most cases. For the low (u′zu′r)b cases, this implies that the turbulent shear stress is
exactly the same as that of the EPG reference flow and the body force does not
change it in any way. For other cases, it can be inferred that the perturbation flow
induced by the body force does result in an additional turbulent shear stress, but
its value can be estimated with the turbulent viscosity of the EPG reference flow.
Overall these results again provide evidence supporting the underlining assumption
of the theory proposed herein, that is, the turbulence mixing characteristics are not
modified by the body force.

Next we study the turbulent normal stresses in the new framework. The stresses
normalised by the apparent frictional velocity

√
τ ∗wp/ρ

∗ are plotted against y+1 in
figure 12. Before studying the detailed behaviour, we first note that the apparent
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Reynolds numbers of most flows studied herein are rather low, and some of the flows
are in the transitional flow regime, refer to table 2. Tsukahara et al. (2014) studied
low Reynolds number turbulent and transitional flows in a channel with Reτ between
64 and 180. They have shown that the peak root-mean-square values of the u′r and
u′θ at low Reynolds numbers reduce significantly. The DNS of low Reynolds number
flows performed herein (Reτ = 112, 129, 135, 157 and 180) clearly show this trend.
These data serve as the EPG reference flows for the various flow cases (again refer
to table 2). In strong contrast with figure 8 where the data are normalised with the
conventional friction velocity, the spreads of u′+1

r,rms and u′+1
θ,rms between the different

test cases are small, and most of these can be accounted for by the Reynolds number
effect. Close to the wall (y+1 < 30), the profiles of u′+1

r,rms and u′+1
θ,rms follow very much

what expected at their respective apparent Reynolds number in all the cases except for
case D1, where the values are clearly higher than that of Reτ = 135. The peak values
also agree well with those of their corresponding EPG reference flows in most cases,
except for cases B2 and D1, in which the peak values are higher than expected but
are still within 10 %. These results demonstrate that, in contrast to the conclusions
drawn earlier from the conventional approach using wall units based on the total flow,
which show a strong reduction in turbulence, the radial and circumferential turbulence
components are not significantly influenced by the imposed body force in the new
framework.

In contrast to the trends exhibited in u′+1
r,rms and u′+1

θ,rms (and that demonstrated in the
conventional plots shown in figure 8), the peak values of the streamwise turbulent
velocity are increased in all the test cases except for A1; in some cases, significantly.
This is despite that the peak values of the corresponding EPG reference flows collapse
on top of each other. We demonstrate later that the increase of u′+1

z,rms is associated with
the enhancement of the streaks in the flow resulting from the imposition of the body
force. Referring to the turbulence regeneration cycle (Kim 2011), it appears that the
body force enhances the linear processes of streak generation and the transient growth
processes (the first and second legs) through the boundary layer that it induces. It does
not seem to significantly influence the nonlinear vortex formation (the third leg). This
will be further discussed later with reference to the flow structures.

Figures 13 to 16 show the budget terms of the streamwise and wall-normal stresses
normalised by u∗4τ /ν

∗ and u∗4τp/ν
∗, respectively. As expected, the terms for both u′z and

u′r normalised based on u∗τ reduce in all the test cases, and in many cases, such as
A2, B2 and C1, the reduction is very significant. This is consistent with the traditional
view of flow laminarisation, demonstrating that turbulence is suppressed due to the
presence of the body force. The picture is however very different when the terms
are normalised based on u∗τp. For the streamwise component, the budget terms in A1
and C1 agree very well with their corresponding reference values. For the rest of the
cases, both the production and the dissipation are increased by various amounts. This
trend is consistent with the observations in figure 12 where u′+1

z,rms is presented. The
increase of the production is largely related to the generation of elongated streaks.
For the wall-normal component, there is no direct production. The supply of energy
comes from the pressure strain term, whereas the sink is the dissipation. In addition,
the pressure diffusion term is also significant, especially close to the wall. It can
be seen from figure 16 that, overall, the terms in the body-force-influenced flows
agree very well with those of the base case, especially considering the large deviations
shown in the conventional presentation (figures 13 and 14). The agreements between
the main terms (pressure strain and dissipation) are particularly good for A1 and B1.
This statement is also largely true for A2 and C1, though the pressure strain and
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FIGURE 13. (Colour online) The budget terms of the streamwise turbulent fluctuating
velocity in conventional wall units. Solid lines: production; chain dotted lines: dissipation;
short dashed lines: pressure strain; long dashed lines: turbulent transport; dotted lines:
viscous diffusion. Thick lines: base case (Reτ = 180); thin lines: body-force-influenced
cases.

dispersion terms show an interesting strong reduction near the wall (y+1 < 8). Both
terms agree reasonably well with their respective reference data in the core region.
Another observation is that the source term, pressure strain, increases somewhat in
several cases, including B21 (not shown), B2 and D1, and to a lesser extent B1.
These are the cases where the body-force-induced turbulent shear stress is relatively
large. Overall however the agreement between the body-force-influenced cases and
the reference cases is remarkable considering that in many cases the absolute values
reduce by several folds.
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FIGURE 14. (Colour online) The budget terms of the wall-normal turbulent fluctuating
velocity in conventional wall units. Solid lines with markers: pressure diffusion; chain
dotted lines: dissipation; short dashed lines: pressure strain; long dashed lines: turbulent
transport; dotted lines: viscous diffusion. Thick lines: base case (Reτ = 180); thin lines:
body-force-influenced cases.

Before leaving this section, we revisit some interesting features of the mean velocity
field. Figure 17(a) shows the profiles of the mean velocity of the perturbation flow
induced by the body force calculated from (3.6), (uz)

e
b; and figure 17(b,c) show the

velocity difference, (uz)
∧ = uz − (uz)

e
b, in outer scaling and wall scaling respectively.

According to the theory established herein, (uz)
∧ of any flow case is expected to be

in good agreement with the velocities of its corresponding EPG reference flows (uz)p,
which are also shown in the figure comparison. It can be seen from figure 17(b)
that this is indeed the case for most flow cases. Similar to the turbulence quantities
presented above, relatively larger discrepancies are observed in cases B2 and D1,
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FIGURE 15. (Colour online) The budget terms of the streamwise turbulent fluctuating
velocity in wall units based on the apparent friction velocity. See figure 13 for legend.

which are approximately 10 %. Next, it is interesting to note that the body-force
perturbation flow is not necessarily directly proportional to the total body force (F).
The coverage has a significant effect. For example, A1 and B1 have the same total
body force, but the perturbation flow of B1 is more than doubled that in A1. The
next point to note is that the body-force-induced perturbation flow is very significant
in some cases in comparison with the EPG reference flows. The ratios between the
two flows are 13 % for A1, approximately 35 % for B1 and B21, approximately 50 %
for C1 and D1 and then 70 % and 85 % for A2 and B2. Apparently, the addition
of such a large perturbation flow does not seem to have a significant impact on the
key turbulent characteristics of the flow as shown above. Finally it can be seen from
the wall coordinates velocity plot that the profiles of (uz)

∧ agree well with the EFR
reference flow profile in most of the cases, clearly exhibiting a region of logarithmic
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FIGURE 16. (Colour online) The budget terms of the wall-normal turbulent fluctuating
velocity in wall units based on the apparent friction velocity. See figure 14 for legend.

behaviour. There are some cases where the velocity profile shows a relatively strong
upshift, which is normally seen as a sign of laminarisation. This occurs in A2 and B2,
which correspond to the lowest (uz)

∧ and therefore the corresponding EPG reference
flows have the lowest Reτ .

3.4. Friction factor and the FIK identity analysis
Fukagata et al. (2002) introduced a simple but useful analysis of the contributions of
different dynamic effects on the friction drag for turbulent flows. The local friction is
decomposed into a laminar, turbulent, inhomogeneous and transient components. This
method has been widely used in flow control and drag reduction investigations and
is referred to as the FIK identity. For a flow in a pipe considered herein (which is
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FIGURE 17. (Colour online) Velocity profiles. (a) Body-force-induced perturbation flow;
(b) total flow subtracting the body-force-induced flow, together with EPG reference flows;
and (c) same as (b) but in wall coordinates.

described by (3.1)), the FIK expression is (Fukagata et al. 2002),

Cf = 16
Re
+ 16

∫ 1

0
2ru′zu′rr dr+ 16

∫ 1

0
(r2 − 1)( f − F)r dr, (3.9)

where Cf = τ ∗w/(ρ∗U∗2/2)= 8τ ∗w/(ρ
∗U∗2P ), and F= 2

∫ 1
0 fr dr, being the averaged body

force. From left to right, the terms represent the contributions due to laminar and
turbulent flows, and the body force. To better understand the contribution of the body
force, the turbulent contribution is further split into (i) a component corresponding to
the EPG reference flow, (u′zu′r)p, and (ii) one due to the perturbation flow induced by
the body flow, which is calculated by subtracting the above component from the total
turbulent shear stress, (u′zu′r)b = u′zu′r − (u′zu′r)p.

16
∫ 1

0
2ru′zu′rr dr= 16

∫ 1

0
2r(u′zu′r)pr dr+ 16

∫ 1

0
2r(u′zu′r)br dr. (3.10)

The FIK analysis of the various laminarising cases is shown in figure 18. It can be
seen that the total friction factor of the laminarising flows can be higher or lower than
that of the EFR reference flow. The figure also illustrates that the contribution of the
turbulence associated with the perturbation flow due to the body flow is negligible in
A1, A2 and C1 and is substantial in the other test cases. This is consistent with earlier
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FIGURE 18. (Colour online) Friction coefficient. (a) Contributions of the various
components of FIK analysis, laminar (dp and bf ) refer to the right-hand side terms 1 and
3 of (3.9), respectively; turbulent (dp and bf ) refer to the right-hand side terms 1 and
2 of (3.10), respectively; (b) comparison of friction coefficients calculated from velocity
gradient (DNS), FIK analysis and predictions based on EPG reference flows.

observations (refer to figure 11(a) where (u′zu′r)b is shown, for example). Comparing
A1 with A2 (or B1 with B2), it is noted that the flow is more strongly laminarised
as a result of a stronger body force, and hence a smaller contribution from (u′zu′r)p in
the former, but the contribution from the body force itself increases. If a reduction of
the friction factor is the objective, increasing the amplitude of the body force is more
effective than increasing the coverage, comparing, B1 and B2 with A1 and A2.

Next, we apply the theory established in § 3.3 to the prediction of the friction
factors. We have established that the turbulent viscosity in the body-force-influenced
flows remains little changed from the values of their corresponding EPG reference
flows and that the turbulent shear stress due to the body-force-induced perturbation
flow can be estimated using (3.7). Now, in (3.10), we replace (u′zu′r)b with (u′zu′r)

e
b.

The results are shown in figure 18(b) labelled ‘Predictions’. It can be seen that these
predictions are very close to those calculated from the original FIK formulation
(3.9). Both agree very well with the friction factor calculated directly using the
velocity gradient (labelled DNS in the figure). Consequently, the friction factor of a
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laminarising flow can be accurately predicted simply using an undisturbed turbulent
flow data (the EPG reference flow) and the profile of the imposed body force.

3.5. Full laminarisation
Consider a turbulent flow at a prescribed Reynolds number subjected to a non-
uniformly distributed body force. From the results presented in § 3.1, we know that
with the increase of the imposed body force while keeping the Reynolds number of
the flow constant, the turbulence becomes progressively more strongly suppressed, that
is, the flow is increasingly more severely laminarised. The terminology laminarisation
refers to a comparison with the reference flow at the same Reynolds number.
When the body force is sufficiently strong, the flow becomes fully laminarised,
which is the case in A3 and B3. The above scenario occurs in many applications
including mixed convection, for example, where the flow becomes progressively more
severely laminarised with the increase of the buoyancy. The above process can be
described using the new theory presented in § 3.3. The body-force-influenced flow
can be decomposed into a pressure-driven flow (i.e. the EPG reference flow) and
a perturbation flow due to the body force. The former can be approximated by an
undisturbed turbulent pipe flow, whereas the latter is a flow described by (3.6), which
is dependent on the imposed body force and the EPG reference flow (through νt).
The bulk velocity of the EPG reference flow can be written as the difference between
those of the total flow and the perturbation flow due to the body force, that is,

U∗dp =U∗ −U∗bf or Udp = 1/2−Ubf . (3.11a,b)

With the increase of the body force (F) while keeping the total flow constant, Ubf
increases and hence Udp reduces. There will be a point when the Reynolds number
of the pressure driven flow is so low that it cannot sustain turbulence any longer,
and hence the flow becomes laminar. This critical body force can be calculated using
(3.11) given a critical Reynolds number of 2300, for example.

In the above discussion, the Reynolds number of the EPG reference flow plays an
important role. Next we relate it to the imposed body force. Following the approach
adopted by Fukagata et al. (2002), integrating equation (3.5) three times and making
use of integration by parts, we can derive an expression for the mean velocity for the
perturbation flow driven by the body force:

Ubf = Re
[

1
2

∫ 1

0
(1− r2)fr dr+ 1

2

∫ 1

0
2r(u′zu′r)br dr

]
. (3.12)

Noting that Redp = (2(U∗ −U∗bf )R
∗)/ν∗ = Re(1− 2Ubf ), we have

Redp

Re
= 1− 2Ubf , (3.13)

where Ubf is calculated from (3.12). The above ratio of Reynolds numbers of the
apparent and total flows effectively defines how far turbulence is reduced, or, the
degree of laminarisation of the flow due to the imposition of the body force. This
parameter is hence referred to as the laminarisation ratio. It is noted however that
this parameter does not directly show how far the friction factor is varied, since the
body force itself causes an additional friction to balance it, see discussion in § 3.4.
The total friction is the sum of the friction from the apparent flow and the integral
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Flow laminarisation due to streamwise body force 59

of the body force. In addition, the laminarisation ratio does not tell if a flow is fully
laminarised either. The criterion for laminarisation is that the Reynolds number of the
apparent flow reduces to a degree when it cannot sustain turbulence any more, that is,
Redp< 2300. Combining this with (3.13), a criterion for full laminarisation is obtained,

Re(1− 2Ubf ) < 2300. (3.14)

It is noted here that even though the parameter that is evaluated is the Reynolds
number of the pressure-driven flow, the effect of the body force is directly reflected
in the resultant equations (3.11) and (3.14). After all, the body force is the reason for
the changes in the flow. In the literature, criteria for flow laminarisation, even based
on advanced mechanistic models, require experimental data to tune coefficients. By
contrast, the above criterion is simply based on that the apparent Reynolds number of
the flow is below a laminar–turbulent transition Reynolds number, which is the only
constant used.

For the low-(u′zu′r)b cases, the second term of (3.12) is negligible and this normally
occurs when the body force is limited to y+ < 20, which can happen in various real
flows. For ease of reference, the laminar-flow-only expression is given by:

Ubf = Re
[

1
2

∫ 1

0
(1− r2)fr dr

]
. (3.15)

We now evaluate the body-force-induced flow based on (3.15) for the linear and step-
change forces to establish some trends. Substituting (2.5) and (2.6) into (3.15), and
integrating, the following are resulted for linear and step-change forces, respectively:

Ubf = Re
120

a
1− r0

(−3r5
0 + 10r3

0 − 15r0 + 8), (3.16)

Ubf = Re
8

a(r4
0 − 2r2

0 + 1). (3.17)

Substituting the above into (3.14), we obtain the criteria for full flow laminarisation
for linear and step distributions of body forces, respectively, under the condition when
the body-force-induced flow perturbation causes negligible turbulent shear stresses:

aRe2

[
1

60(1− r0)
(−3r5

0 + 10r3
0 − 15r0 + 8)

]
> (Re− 2300), (3.18)

aRe2
[

1
4(r

4
0 − 2r2

0 + 1)
]
> (Re− 2300). (3.19)

Note that aRe2 = (a∗R∗3)/(ρ∗ν∗2). Consequently, the left-hand side of the above
equations, which basically is the Reynolds number of the body-force-induced flow
(Rebf ), is independent of the bulk velocity of the flow, U∗. The above equation also
implies that for both the linear and step distributions, the Rebf increases proportionally
with the increase of the amplitude, whereas although increasing the coverage r0 also
increases Rebf , the relationship is nonlinear.

It is worth noting that full flow laminarisation (reverse transition) is not an absolute,
definitive event, but to some extent is dependent on the particular circumstances.
The critical Reynolds number, 2300, used above is only a nominal value. In
experiments, the flow can be laminar at a rather high Reynolds number if the
experimental facility is free from disturbances and noise. In computer simulations,
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both the initialisation of the flow and the size of the computational domain influence
the critical Reynolds number. In the study of Tsukahara et al. (2014), they have
achieved turbulent/transitional flow in a channel at Reτ = 64. In the present study,
we have not attempted systematically increasing the body force to determine the
critical flow. However, in groups A and B, the cases with the highest body force that
still remain turbulent are cases A2 and B2. Their Reynolds numbers (Re) are 3100
and 2862, (or for Reτ , 112 and 111), respectively. Cases A3 and B3 are evidently
laminarised, but the corresponding body-force-driven flow is significantly greater than
the critical value required to cause a full laminarisation.

3.6. Flow structures
The high- and low-speed streaks and the vortical cores of selected cases are visualised
in figure 19 using isosurfaces of the fluctuating streamwise velocity u′ = ±0.15 and
λ2=−1, respectively. Comparing B1 and B2 with the EFR reference flow, it is clear
that both the number of streaks and the number of the vortices reduce significantly
due to the effect of the body force; and the stronger the body force, the more
significant the reduction is. It is interesting to note however, that with the increase of
the body force, the streaks appear to become longer. This is not surprising since, as
we note before, the cases with a stronger body force corresponds to a EPG reference
flow of a lower Reynolds number. It is known that streaks are longer in low Reynolds
number flows. Next we note that as far as B21 is concerned, the base case (Reτ = 180)
is its EPG reference flow. It is apparent that the numbers of vortical structures are
largely the same in the two flows, whereas there are clearly more streaks in B21 than
in the base case. This interesting observation is in good accordance with the statistics
discussed earlier. The former can be related to the observation that the pressure
strain term in the body-force-influenced flows remains largely unchanged from their
corresponding EPG reference flows, and in turn u′r and u′θ are largely unchanged.
On the other hand, the increased number of streaks explains the increase in u′z, even
though the vortical structures remain largely unchanged.

The concept of turbulence regeneration cycle has been established over the last
couple of decades which successfully explains wall turbulence flow physics and, in
some cases, the mechanisms of flow control and drag reduction. Figure 20 shows
a much simplified sketch illustrating the main processes of the regeneration cycle
reproduced from Kim (2011). In the first leg, streamwise vortices (primarily consisting
of the wall-normal and spanwise velocities) interact with the mean shear (∂uz/∂y)
generating streaks. This process is often referred to as lift-up. The streaks generated
grow as long as the shear is maintained (second leg). Later, the streaks break down
due to instability. At the third leg, new vortices are formed again due to three
dimensional disturbances. It is clear that the streamwise vorticity and streaks are
most important factors in the turbulence regeneration cycle of a wall shear flow
depicted in figure 20. Below we analyse the streamwise vorticity and the streaks in
the various flows studied.

Figures 21(a) and (b) show the root-mean-square of the fluctuating streamwise
vorticity in wall coordinates based on the total flow (u∗τ ) and the apparent friction
velocity (u∗τ1), respectively. It can be seen from figure 21(a) that the vorticity
normalised with u∗τ reduces significantly in the various test cases. The reduction
is most severe in A2, with the value reducing to less than a 1/4 at y+ = 1, and
the peak away from the wall reducing to approximately 30 % of the reference
value. Consequently, the turbulence activities are significantly reduced in the various
cases in comparison with the EFR reference flow. This observation is consistent
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FIGURE 19. (Colour online) Turbulent structures in cases; base, B21, B1 and B2.
(a–d) High (green) and low (blue) speed streaks illustrated with three-dimensional
isosurfaces of u′z=±0.15 and (e–h) bottom four panels: vortical structures illustrated with
three-dimensional isosurfaces of λ2 =−1.0.

with the descriptions of laminarisation in various scenarios (Launder & Jones 1969;
Sreenivasan 1982; Piomelli & Yuan 2013). Figure 21(b) however shows a contrasting
picture. In most cases (except for D1 and B21), the distributions of the streamwise
vorticity in the body-force-influenced cases agree reasonably well with their respective
EPG reference flows. This implies that the imposition of the body forces does not
seem to cause any significant changes in the generation of streamwise vorticity, an
important stage in the turbulence regeneration cycle. The increase of the vorticity
fluctuations in B21 and D1 can be related to fact that the body-force-generated
turbulent shear stress is larger in those cases, which apparently causes some increase
in streamwise vorticity activities.

Figure 19 shows that the streaks are strengthened by the imposition of the body
force. To further characterise the streaks, figure 22 shows the contours of the spanwise
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FIGURE 20. Schematic of a self-sustaining process of near-wall turbulence structures.
(Reproduced from Kim 2011 with permission.)
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FIGURE 21. (Colour online) Root-mean-square of streamwise vorticity fluctuations
normalised using the (a) conventional friction velocity (b) apparent friction velocity.

correlations of the streamwise velocity on the y–rθ plane in wall coordinates based
on the total flow. The data plotted are the amplitude of the negative correlations with
the positive correlations set to zero. The locations of the peak values (i.e. minimum
correlation) provide the following information: 2 × (rθ)min is the averaged spacing
of the steaks and ymin is the averaged wall distance from the centre of the streaks.
It can be seen from figure 22 that the averaged spacing of the streaks in the base
flow is around 110 ((rθ)+min = 55) and the averaged wall distance of the streaks is
y+min= 14. The streaks spacing in most of the test cases is increased and in some cases,
significantly. The largest spacing, occurring in A2, is around (rθ)+= 170. The streaks’
centre also moves away from the wall, and the largest distance is around y+ = 20,
occurring in A2 and B2. There are some exceptions to the trends described above;
for example, both the streaks spacing and the location do not change significantly in
B21 and D1. The same data shown in the above figure are shown again in figure 23
in the y–rθ plane in wall coordinates based on the apparent friction velocity. In most
cases, both the averaged spacing of the steaks (2 × (rθ)min) and the wall distance
of the streaks centres are now similar to those of the base flow. The exceptions are
cases B2, D1 and B21, where the spacing is reduced to approximately 90, but the
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FIGURE 22. (Colour online) Contours of the streamwise velocity correlations in a vertical
plane in wall units based on the conventional friction velocity. The values of the contours
reduce monotonically from the outer edge of the contours to the centre.
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FIGURE 23. (Colour online) Contours of the streamwise velocity correlations in a vertical
plane in wall units based on an apparent friction velocity. The values of the contours
reduce monotonically from the outer edge of the contours to the centre.

vertical locations of the streaks centres are still similar to that of the reference flow.
As observed earlier, these are the cases where the turbulence deviates somewhat from
their corresponding EPG reference flows.

The near-wall turbulence structures can be studied through inspecting the ejection
and sweep events which are associated with the vortices and streaks (Kline et al.
1967; Wallace, Eckelmann & Brodkey 1972; Kim et al. 1987; Robinson 1991). Using
the definition of the hyperbolic hole introduced by Lu & Willmarth (1973), the
contribution of each quadrant to u′zu′r is defined as

(u′zu′r)Q = lim
T→∞

1
T

∫ T

0
(u′zu

′
r)I(t) dt (3.20)
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FIGURE 24. (Colour online) Quadrant analysis. (a) Number of ejections (Q2) over the
total number of events; (b) number of sweeps (Q4) over the total number of events;
(c) contributions of ejection (Q2) events to u′zu′r; (d) contributions of sweep (Q4) events
to u′zu′r.

and the percentage number count is

NQ = lim
T→∞

1
T

∫ T

0
I(t) dt, (3.21)

where Q= 1, . . . , 4 is the quadrant and

I(t)=
{

1, if |u′zu′r|Q > hu′z,rmsu
′
r,rms

0, otherwise.
(3.22)

The greater the value of h, the stronger the events are. Figure 24(a,b) show the
percentages of the numbers of ejections and sweeps of the total turbulent events
that result in turbulent shear stress, and figure 24(c,d) show the values of the shear
stress associated with these two activities. A strength of h = 1 is used. It is most
interesting to see that the number of the events in the body-force-influenced cases
remains more or less unchanged from the base flow distribution. For ejections the
agreement between them is very good, within a few per cent, whereas for sweeps
the deviations are slightly larger but are still within approximately 10 % for most
cases. The only exception is B2 where the number is significantly lower than in
all other cases. The contributions to shear stress from the ejections and sweeps
also remain largely unchanged in the low (u′zu′r)b flows, but they are significantly
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increased in the wall region in other cases as a result of the imposition of the body
force. That is, the strength of each event in these cases is greater. This can be nicely
linked to the observations discussed above on vorticity and streaks. It is apparent
that the imposition of the body force, which induces an additional boundary layer
near the wall, does not significantly influence the generation of vortices, but for each
ejection or sweep event, a larger shear stress is resulted in due to the larger velocity
gradient. Additionally it is interesting to note that the influence on the ejection events
occurs in the region of y+1 < 60, where the effect on sweep is restricted to y+1 < 30.

Finally, we evaluate the turbulence anisotropy by analysing the anisotropy-invariant
map (AIM) of the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor (bij):

bij = uivj

ukuk
− δij

3
, (3.23)

where δij is the Kronecker delta tensor. The AIM proposed by Lumley (1978) is
constructed using the second and third principal invariants (II = −(1/2)(b2

zz + b2
rr +

b2
θθ + 2b2

zr) and III = (bθθbzzbrr + bθθb2
zr)), which are independent of the coordinate

choice. Lumley’s anisotropic map provides useful information on the streaky structures
since they are inherently anisotropic. The AIMs for the various body-force-influenced
cases are plotted on top of that of the EFR reference flow in figure 25. It can
be seen clearly that in all cases the profile moves towards the top right vertex,
indicating that the flow becomes more one-dimensional and further demonstrating the
streaky structures are elongated under the influence of the body force. The stronger
the body force, the stronger the one-dimensional feature of the flow. In fact, the
profile nearly reaches the top-right vertex in A2 and B2, showing the existence of
strong streaks in these flows (also refer to figure 19 to see the streaks in B2). The
profile in the undisturbed turbulent flow often reaches the topmost point at around
y+ = 9. It can be seen that this point is only shifted slightly away from the wall in
the body-force-influenced cases even though the strength are significantly increased.
When measured using the wall units based on the apparent friction velocity, the
location actually lowers down slightly.

3.7. Applications and limitations
The present study is based on two types of idealised body-force distributions, i.e.
linear and step changes with a systematic variation of the coverage and amplitude
of the body forces. Strictly speaking, the conclusions drawn herein are only directly
applicable to such situations. However, the principle conclusions stem from an
observation that the non-uniform body forces, whether linear or step change, do not
alter the turbulence mixing characteristics in any significant way. By nature, such
conclusions are not dependent on the detailed profile of the body force, and are
likely to be applicable to more complex distributions. Nevertheless, care should be
taken when extrapolating the conclusions to new situations, and in particular, when
the body force extends further away from the wall than considered herein.

The understanding developed herein potentially provides new insight into the
laminarisation of flow due to buoyant forces in mixed convection in vertical channels.
However, it should be noted that, in practice, the flow and thermal fields are closely
coupled in mixed convection, and both fields may continue developing streamwise
due to the temperature dependence of fluid properties. Such effects are not addressed
herein. It would naturally be a useful and interesting development next to analyse
mixed convection with coupled flow and thermal fields to understand the full picture
of the physical problem.
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FIGURE 25. (Colour online) The anisotropy-invariant maps (AIMs) of a number of
flow cases.

4. Summary and conclusions
(i) The conventional viewpoint of flow laminarisation. When a turbulent flow is

subjected to a non-uniform streamwise body force in the same direction of the
flow (body-force-aided flow), the turbulence may be significantly reduced in
comparison with the flow of the same Reynolds number but without the body
force. Under such a situation, the flow is said to be laminarised. In general, the
stronger the body force, the stronger the reduction of the turbulence is. When
the body force is sufficiently strong, the flow may be fully laminarised. This
trend has been observed in the literature for various physical flows, including,
for example, the buoyancy-aided mixed convection when severe heat transfer
deterioration may occur. In the present study, DNS has been performed for
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a turbulent flow in a pipe subjected to two typical distributions of body force:
a linear distribution and a stepwise variation. It has been found that both types of
body force can effectively laminarise the flow, reproducing the phenomena that
have been observed in previous studies. A comprehensive picture on the effects
of the profile, amplitude and spatial coverage of the body force on the flow
and turbulence has been established by systematically varying the distribution of
the body force. In addition to achieving a better understanding of flow physics,
the results also supplement the existing data of physical flows, enabling further
validation and development of turbulence models.

(ii) New insights into the influence of non-uniform body force on turbulence.
The body-force-aided flow can be interpreted as resulting from imposing a
non-uniform body force to a turbulent flow initially driven by a pressure force
only. We refer to the latter to be the EPG reference flow of the former; they
share the same pressure gradient. The following are demonstrated to be true:

(a) The key characteristics of the turbulence of the flow remains largely
unchanged following the imposition of the body force. Most significantly
the turbulent viscosity of the flow remains largely uninfluenced by the
imposition of the body force, even though the total flow rate can be
significantly increased.

(b) The wall-normal and circumferential turbulent stresses remain largely
unchanged, but the streamwise turbulent stress can be increased. The latter
is a result of enhanced high- and low-speed streaks.

(c) In terms of the turbulence regeneration cycle, the numbers of ejections and
sweeps are little influenced by the imposition of the body force, whereas
the strength of each event may/may not be stronger dependent on the
distribution of the body force. The former is true when the coverage of
the body force extends significantly away from the wall, and under such
a condition, the body-force-induced flow perturbation results in a greater
turbulent shear stress.

(d) The perturbation flow caused by the imposition of the body force is
estimated by solving the following momentum equation,

0= 1
r
∂

∂r

[
r

Re

(
(1+ νt1)

∂(uz)b

∂r

)]
+ f , (4.1)

where νt1 is the turbulent viscosity of the EPG reference flow and therefore
can be seen as known. The velocity field can be obtained simply from the
integration of the above equation.

(e) The wall shear of the body-force-influenced flow can be closely approximated
by the sum of the wall shear of the EPG reference flow and that of the
body-force-driven flow obtainable from the above momentum equation.

( f ) When the coverage of the body force is small, say, less than y+ < 20, the
body-force-induced perturbation flow is effectively a laminar flow. The above
equation is further simplified with the dropping of νt1.

(iii) A new perspective on flow laminarisation. The new insights into the effect of
body force on turbulence detailed above afford new interpretations for the flow
laminarisation such as those observed in buoyancy-influenced mixed convection.
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(a) Imposing a body force to a turbulent flow while keeping the total flow rate
the same, in effect, causes a reduction in the apparent Reynolds number of
the flow based on an apparent friction velocity associated with the pressure
force of the flow (i.e. excluding the component due to the body force). The
stronger the body force, the lower the apparent Reynolds number, and hence
the lower the turbulence. In comparison with the flow of the same flow rate,
the flow is more strongly laminarised.

(b) The strength of the effect of a body force on the flow in terms of
‘suppressing’ turbulence and ‘laminarising’ the flow is predominately
associated with the flow rate of the perturbation flow it induces. The
apparent flow (as far as the turbulence is concerned) is the total flow minus
the perturbation flow of the body force. Hence, the higher the latter, the
smaller the apparent flow; the lower the apparent Reynolds number; and
the stronger the laminarisation. The flow rate of the perturbation flow is
linearly proportional to the amplitude of the body-force distribution. It also
increases with the increase of the coverage when the amplitude is fixed and
the relation is described by (3.12).

(c) The profile of the body-force distribution affects the laminarisation mostly
through the flow rate that it causes. For example, with the same amplitude
and coverage, the stepwise distribution causes a perturbation flow that
is approximately 2.6 to 3 times higher than that of a linear distribution.
Considering the ratio between the total forces of the stepwise and linear
distributions of the same amplitude and coverage is approximately 2, the
step distribution is therefore more effective in ‘laminarising’ the flow.

(d) When the applied body force is sufficiently large, causing the apparent
Reynolds number of the flow to be sufficiently small and turbulence
unsustainable, the flow is fully laminarised. For any given body force,
the critical Reynolds number can be calculated with the knowledge of
‘undisturbed’ turbulent flow.
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